Think differently!
Work better!
The workplace

There used to be this ideal: the individual office. Those who made it there could work in peace. Productively. Finally. With enough space for good ideas. That’s what they said. But we have experienced it quite differently. Group and individual offices cost time, nerves and productivity.

For short meetings, appointments and rooms have to be arranged first. Moreover, the predominant contact via e-mails often leads to misunderstandings. And for the necessary personal exchange, you then run from one office to the next. While in one’s own office the calls pile up in one’s absence. But despite all the running around, you don’t hear anything about the processes around you, about the big picture. Productive work looks different. Less isolated. More communicative, more open. Better.

Old condition

- Company | Object
- SMV | SMV offices
- Start of project: 2015/03/01
- 12 workplaces

Office space

- Customer service ca. 80 m²
- Area sales service ca. 50 m²
- Showroom ca. 120 m²

Once upon a time...
We swung the hammer. A few walls had to give way for our vision of the Open Space room concept. The result is impressive: more freedom for every employee.

Office containers make it possible to freely choose the workplace. The documents simply come with us. And so we stand or sit at height-adjustable desks or withdraw with our notebooks into the Manhattan HighBack without shutting ourselves off. The biometric office lighting reacts as soon as we approach the light source. And there’s no need to worry about the power supply either. It comes directly from the furniture. Portable telephones and headsets turn the whole office into a personal communication centre. Questions can be answered in passing and for meetings we sit down together without any red tape. Wherever there is room. Yes, there’s no denying it, an open-plan office makes for a more noisy environment. But we also have the right solution for this in our programme. Our Peep stand panel helps to screen off the noise without creating a feeling of separation.

New conditions

- Company | Object
- SMV | Communication Area
- End of project: 2015/05/31
- 16 workplaces

Office space

- Communication Area ca. 250 m²
The new workplace

Our furniture enables productive work in a relaxed way. Employees need a workplace that is creative and communicative, where ideas and information can be exchanged quickly and easily. Networking and collaboration has improved dramatically with the new office concept. The new working environment creates a positive atmosphere in the whole team. And this is not only noticeable in employee satisfaction, but also in the increased productivity and quality of work. The positive feedback from our staff and our visitors confirms that we have taken the right path.

You can’t underestimate how workspaces affect us. It takes a bit of courage, but the idea of the Communication Area can easily be implemented in all offices and companies. If your employees benefit, you benefit as well. And in the end, your customers too.

The advantage

• Motivated employees
• Open communication between the colleagues
• Increase of employer attractiveness
• Optimised processes
• More workplaces for free use & available
• Space efficiency in workplaces

...the Communication Area!
Beastly good seating

B!chair

Float away from the daily grind and relax completely? The B!chair invites you to do just that. The cuddly soft beanbag is incredibly comfortable and at the same time a sincere supporter: a chair that combines upright sitting with real beanbag cosiness.

Clinic

On Clinic, one likes to forget about time and stay seated longer than planned! The straight-lined and modern design gently draws the eye. The seat, reinforced with wave springs, allows you to sit in a relaxed manner and offers a modern feel-good zone in the hustle and bustle of everyday life.

FourtyTwo

When everyday life is once again a nerve killer, FourtyTwo sends the noise into the desert! As an armchair, two-seater or three-seater, the acoustically effective lounge furniture keeps the spoken word to itself thanks to its sound-absorbing properties.

Manhattan

Whether alone or in a group - Manhattan offers a high level of seating comfort as an armchair or multi-seater and a timeless urban design for any environment from the office and waiting area to the lounge. The entire family can be equipped with connections for modern means of communication and is thus always up to date.
Universe of seating

4six

The 4six modular bench shows what it can do. Its robust construction made of wood and aluminium combines industrial design with impressive naturalness. The expandable system can be converted from a stool to a bench with or without a lumbar backrest in just a few simple steps.

Design by beslerberti

Lexx

With Lexx, every table likes to show its legs. Because the three or four black table legs made of rectangular tube are real eye-catchers. The 76 cm high trio and quartet are perfect for beautiful table tops.

90degree

90degree is the acoustically effective sofa is extremely flexible despite its size. Its corner, intermediate or organisational elements can be elements can always be rearranged and supplemented with others. The overall design makes 90degree a variable seating option in any room.

Design by my-n-my

Kinzika L, M, S

The Kinzika family impresses with its shapely elegance and perfect seating comfort. The tasteful design not only invites you to relax, but also captivates you when you sit in it. The small flexible Kinzika Pouff stool supports the armchairs as a rocking, comfortable footrest.

Design by Carlo Bimbi
End of the seating order